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Toaday’s agenda

- Introductions
- Coca Cola current process (system landscape/market data provider/data types/etc.)
- Overview Market Data Hub (MDH)
- MDH Demo
- Q&A
End-to-end market data governance

The BRISKEN Market Data Hub is an end-to-end market data governance solution, which provides a central repository for market data that ensures that every system across your company is using exactly the same high-quality data.

Watch this short video for quick overview of the Market Data Hub.
We build smart apps for finance and treasury

Brisken is a leading provider of SAP Cloud Platform based solutions for Treasury and Finance.

We are a member of the SAP PartnerEdge Program Build and we are currently engaged in various initiatives with SAP to develop apps for the Financial Industry and SAP Treasury.

Global coverage with offices in Houston-USA, Karlsruhe-Germany and São Paulo-Brazil.
zero code connectivity for prime data providers

Bring in data from a growing catalog of data sources ready to be consumed without any kind of development or technical skills.

Benefit from ready to be consumed data from providers such as Bloomberg Data License, Thomson Reuters DataScope Select, OANDA Exchange Rates, Central Banks and other data feeds.
It is not only about market data

Almost any data category from various sources are ready to be consumed.
One central repository for market data

- SINGLE SOURCE OF TRUTH
  The single source of truth for everything related to market data across the entire system landscape.

- FLEXIBLE DATA CATEGORIES
  Based on flexible data categories the solution can be configured to manage any class of financial indicator.

- CONFIGURABLE MAPPING RULES
  Configurable transformation rules, with formulas and statistical methods, allow the distribution of data from any source format into any target system format.
Data Governance

360° DATA AUDITING
Detailed view of all data history such as integration logs, source information, data updates and approvals.

ANOMALIES DETECTION
Automatic data anomalies detection based on mathematical and statistical methods.

CROSS SOURCE VALIDATION
Compare rates across various sources to guarantee data accuracy.

WORKFLOWS
Design your own workflows for exception handling, approvals, data quality and processing.

A comprehensive set of tools for data governance, ensures that your company’s business functions are executed based on high-quality and fully auditable data.

comprehensive governance leads to higher-quality data

Deliver data to any RFC or ODATA enabled dataset.

OData APIs for data acquisition by external apps like Microsoft Excel.

Make sense of your data through SAP analytical tools, such as SAP Analytics Cloud, Smart Business and Lumira.

Deliver external data to your analytical models for the SAP Digital Boardroom.
Make sense of your data through embedded analytics and SAP analytical tools.

Explore and analyze your data using the pre-built Market Data Hub views, or use the power of SAP analytical tools such as Smart Business, Analytics Cloud and Lumira.

Empower your Digital Boardroom with curated external data.
Built on SAP Cloud Platform, the app benefits from the latest SAP technologies like HANA and Fiori to provide a cutting-edge and secure solution for market data governance.
MARKET DATA HUB

SAP CERTIFIED APP

SAP APP CENTER FEATURED APP

SAP APP CENTER TRENDING S/4 HANA APP

SAP CLOUD PLATFORM EXTENSIBILITY ROADMAP
Try Brisken Market Data Hub on SAP App Center

Learn more and try it

Get your free 30-day free trial subscription at sapappcenter.com.